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Documentation for input variables

- Documentation is placed in the code, where the variable is read.
- This is parsed by a script that generates HTML and plain text output.
- This is an example:

```
%!Variable Example
%!Type integer
%!Default first_option
%!Section Execution::Examples
%!Description
%! Here goes a description of the variable. It can be several
%! lines long.
%!Option first_option 1
%! Here goes the description for the option.
%!Option second_option 6
%! Same for this variable.
%! Again it can take several lines.
%!End
```

- The options can be used in the input file.
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Sub-directories of `src/`

- `include/` Includes and preprocessor macros.
- `basic/` Basic and utilitary routines.
- `math/` Mathematical routines.
- `species/` The pseudo-potentials and other types of species.
- `ions/` Classical stuff, ions and the simulation box.
- `beak/` Optimized and platform dependent code.
- `grid/` The grid and operations on it.
- `poisson/` Poisson solvers.
- `states/` The wave-functions and operations over them.
- `xc/` The interface to libxc.
- `hamiltonian/` The code to apply the hamiltonian.
- `system/` Routines that depend on the hamiltonian.
- `scf/` Ground state DFT routines and eigensolvers.
- `td/` The time propagators.
- `opt_control/` Optimal control theory.
- `sternheimer/` Linear response code.
- `main/` The main routine and other run modes.
- `utils/` Octopus auxiliary utilities.
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- Two space indentation.
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- Good code ≠ code with comments.
- Avoid global module variables.
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Octopus relies on preprocessors macros to overcome Fortran limitations.

Macros for numerical data types: FLOAT and CMPLX.

Numerical literals: CNST(1.0).

Maximum dimension the code can run: MAX_DIM.

Configure macros.

Parallelization enabled: HAVE_MPI.
Octopus relies on preprocessors macros to overcome Fortran limitations.

- Macros for numerical data types: `FLOAT` and `CMPLX`.
- Numerical literals: `CNST(1.0)`.
- Maximum dimension the code can run: `MAX_DIM`.
- Configure macros.
- Parallelization enabled: `HAVE_MPI`. 
Generic code than can be compiled for different data-types.

Code with preprocessor macros (_inc.F90 extension).

Use the macro R_TYPE as the data-type.

The macro X() appends d or z.

Include the file several times:

```
#include "undef.F90"
#include "real.F90"
#include "mesh_function_inc.F90"
```

```
#include "undef.F90"
#include "complex.F90"
#include "mesh_function_inc.F90"
```
Poor man’s templates

- Generic code than can be compiled for different data-types.
- **Code with preprocessor macros (`_inc.F90` extension).**
  - Use the macro `R_TYPE` as the data-type.
  - The macro `X()` appends `d` or `z`.
  - Include the file several times:
    ```
    #include "undef.F90"
    #include "real.F90"
    #include "mesh_function_inc.F90"
    #include "undef.F90"
    #include "complex.F90"
    #include "mesh_function_inc.F90"
    ```
Poor man’s templates

- Generic code that can be compiled for different data-types.
- Code with preprocessor macros (.inc.F90 extension).
- Use the macro R_TYPE as the data-type.
- The macro X() appends d or z.
- Include the file several times:
  
  ```
  #include "undef.F90"
  #include "real.F90"
  #include "mesh_function_inc.F90"

  #include "undef.F90"
  #include "complex.F90"
  #include "mesh_function_inc.F90"
  ```
Poor man’s templates

- Generic code than can be compiled for different data-types.
- Code with preprocessor macros (_inc.F90 extension).
- Use the macro R_TYPE as the data-type.
- The macro X() appends d or z.

Include the file several times:

```c
#include "undef.F90"
#include "real.F90"
#include "mesh_function_inc.F90"
#include "undef.F90"
#include "complex.F90"
#include "mesh_function_inc.F90"
```
Poor man's templates

- Generic code than can be compiled for different data-types.
- Code with preprocessor macros (\_inc.F90 extension).
- Use the macro R\_TYPE as the data-type.
- The macro X() appends d or z.

- Include the file several times:
  
  ```
  #include "undef.F90"
  #include "real.F90"
  #include "mesh\_function\_inc.F90"
  ```

  ```
  #include "undef.F90"
  #include "complex.F90"
  #include "mesh\_function\_inc.F90"
  ```
**Allocation macro**

- **ALLOCATE(a, size)**
  - Wrapper around Fortran `allocate`.
  - `a`: the variable to be allocated.
  - `size`: the number of elements allocated.
  - Returns an error if allocation failed.
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- **ALLOCATE(a, size)**
- Wrapper around Fortran `allocate`.
- **a**: the variable to be allocated.
- **size**: the number of elements allocated.
- Returns an error if allocation failed.
ALLOCATE(a, size)

Wrapper around Fortran allocate.

- **a**: the variable to be allocated.
- **size**: the number of elements allocated.

Returns an error if allocation failed.
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- With `DebugLevel` greater than 3 it will print when the code enters and exit a function.
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  ```
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Octopus has its own debugging routines.

With `DebugLevel` greater than 3 it will print when the code enters and exit a function.

With `DebugLevel` greater than 100 info will go to files under `debug/` (one per processor, useful for parallel runs).

You have to mark the entry point:
```c
call push_sub('file.function')
```

and the exit point:
```c
call pop_sub()
```
Input variables can be read anywhere in the code.

- Avoid reading them more than once.
- Use `loct_parser_m` and `datasets_m` modules.
- For scalar variables use `loct_parse_*`. For example:
  ```oct
  call loct_parse_int(datasets_check('Dimensions'), 3, calc_dim)
  ```
- For blocks:
  ```oct
  block t object.
  Initialize with `loct_parse_block`, destroy with `loct_parse_end`.
  Read components with `loct_parse_block_*`
  ```
- Debug: check `exec/out.oct`.
Reading input variables

- Input variables can be read anywhere in the code.
- Avoid reading them more than once.
- Use `loct_parser_m` and `datasets_m` modules.
- For scalar variables use `loct_parse_*`. For example:
  ```octave
  call loct_parse_int(datasets_check('Dimensions'), 3, calc_dim)
  ```
- For blocks:
  - Block is object.
  - Initialize with `loct_parse_block`, destroy with `loct_parse_end`.
  - Read components with `loct_parse_block_*`.
- Debug: check `exec/out.oct`.
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The information about the ions is contained in a `geometry_t` object.
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The information about the ions is contained in a `geometry_t` object.

The number of atoms is `geometry_t%natoms`.

`geometry_t%atoms` is an array of `atom_t`.

The position is contained by `atom_t%x(1:MAX_DIM)`.
Simulation box

- Information about the box are in `simul_box_t`.
- Dimension of the space: `simul_box_t%dim`.
- Periodic dimensions: `simul_box_t%periodic_dim`.
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- Routines to treat the mesh are complicated.
- The rest of the code is simple.
- Object: `mesh_t`.
Functions in the mesh

- Functions are simple one index arrays.
- Size is `mesh_t%np` for normal functions.
- To calculate derivatives: size `mesh_t%np_part`.
- Each component is the value in a point.
- The position of each point is given by `mesh_t%x(1:MAX_DIM, :)`
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Functions in the mesh

- Functions are simple one index arrays.
- Size is `mesh_t%np` for normal functions.
- To calculate derivatives: size `mesh_t%np_part`.
- Each component is the value in a point.
- The position of each point is given by `mesh_t%x(1:MAX_DIM, :)`.
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Operating over functions

- Local operations are just performed per component.
- For other operations we have to consider:
  - Curvilinear coordinates.
  - Parallelization in domains.
- Reduction operations (from mesh_functions.m):
  - Integration \( X(mf\_integrate) \)
  - Dot product \( X(mf\_dotp) \)
  - Norm \( X(mf\_nrm2) \)
Local operations are just performed per component.

For other operations we have to consider:
- Curvilinear coordinates.
- Parallelization in domains.

Reduction operations (from `mesh_functions.m`):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td><code>X(mf_integrate)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dot product</td>
<td><code>X(mf_dotp)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm</td>
<td><code>X(mf_nrm2)</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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  - Parallelization in domains.
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- Local operations are just performed per component.
- For other operations we have to consider:
  - Curvilinear coordinates.
  - Parallelization in domains.

- Reduction operations (from mesh_functions.m):
  - Integration: \[ X(mf\_integrate) \]
  - Dot product: \[ X(mf\_dotp) \]
  - Norm: \[ X(mf\_nrm2) \]
Operating over functions

- Local operations are just performed per component.
- For other operations we have to consider:
  - Curvilinear coordinates.
  - Parallelization in domains.

- **Reduction operations (from `mesh_functions.m`):**
  - Integration: `X(mf_integrate)`
  - Dot product: `X(mf_dotp)`
  - Norm: `X(mf_nrm2)`
Derivatives

Derivatives are calculated using finite differences. This is performed by the `derivatives.m` module:

- Laplacian: `X(derivatives_lapl)
- Gradient: `X(derivatives_grad)
- Divergence: `X(derivatives_div)
- Curl: `X(derivatives_curl)
Derivatives

- Derivatives are calculated using finite differences.
- This is performed by the `derivatives.m` module:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivative</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laplacian</td>
<td><code>X(derivatives_lapl)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td><code>X(derivatives_grad)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergence</td>
<td><code>X(derivatives_div)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curl</td>
<td><code>X(derivatives_curl)</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The grid

- `grid_t`: container for all mesh related objects.
- Passed to many function as the `gr` argument.
- Most used components:
  
  ```
  type(simul_box_t) :: sb
  type(mesh_t) :: mesh
  type(derivatives_t) :: der
  ```

- Shortcut macros:
  
  ```
  NP           | gr%mesh%np
  NP_PART      | gr%mesh%np_part
  NDIM         | gr%sb%dim
  ```

- Avoid passing `gr` if you only need `gr%mesh`. 
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- **grid_t**: container for all mesh related objects.
- Passed to many function as the `gr` argument.
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  ```fortran
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  ```

- **Shortcut macros:**
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  ```
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**The grid**

- `grid_t`: container for all mesh related objects.
- Passed to many function as the `gr` argument.
- Most used components:
  ```fortran
  type(simul_box_t) :: sb
  type(mesh_t) :: mesh
  type(derivatives_t) :: der
  ```
- **Shortcut macros:**
  ```
  NP | gr%mesh%np
  NP_PART | gr%mesh%np_part
  NDIM | gr%sb%dim
  ```
- Avoid passing `gr` if you only need `gr%mesh`. 
grid_t: container for all mesh related objects.

Passed to many function as the gr argument.

Most used components:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{type}(&\text{simul\_box\_t}) : : \text{sb} \\
\text{type}(&\text{mesh\_t}) : : \text{mesh} \\
\text{type}(&\text{derivatives\_t}) : : \text{der}
\end{align*}
\]

Shortcut macros:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NP} & \quad \text{gr\%mesh\%np} \\
\text{NP\_PART} & \quad \text{gr\%mesh\%np\_part} \\
\text{NDIM} & \quad \text{gr\%sb\%dim}
\end{align*}
\]

Avoid passing gr if you only need gr\%mesh.
The states (orbitals)

- The states are stored in a special class: `states_t`
  - Represented by a two dimensional array.
  - First component is the mesh index `1:gr%mesh%np_part`.
  - Second component is the spinor index `1:st%d%dim`.
  - Each state is stored in `states_t%X(psi)(:, :, ist, ik)`.
  - Indexes are:
    - `ist`: `st%st_start:st%st_end` (state index)
    - `ik`: `st%d%kpt%start:st%d%kpt%end` (k-point/spin index)
  - States can be real or complex, use `states_are_real` or `states_are_complex` functions to know.
  - Eigenvalues are `states_t%eigenval(ist, ik)`.
  - Occupations are `states_t%occ(ist, ik)`.
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The states (orbitals)

The states are stored in a special class: `states_t`.

- Represented by a two dimensional array.
- First component is the mesh index (1:`gr%mesh%n_p_part`).
- Second component is the spinor index (1:`st%d%dim`).
- Each state is stored in `states_t%X(psi)(:, :, ist, ik)`.

Indexes are:

- `ist` `st%st_start:st%st_end` | state index
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- Container for system related objects.
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type(geometry_t) :: geo
type(grid_t) :: gr
type(states_t) :: st
```
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